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From the Secret Files of J. Edgar Hoover, by Athan 
Theoharis (Ivan R. Dee, 1991) 

A conspiracy so Immense, The World of Joe McCarthy by 
David M. oshinsky (Free Press, a Division of MacMillan , 
1983) 

BLOOMING ENGLISH 

March 23, 1992 Robert Smith 

Some time ago Charles Aring told me that as far a s 
he could tell I was the Club's only Dubliner. Irish 
writers gave him great pleasure, but there was one who 
gave him problems. Perhaps since I was a Dubliner, I 
might be able to shed some light on why that writer 
wrote the way he did. I was flattered that Charles 
thought I might be a match for the job. I had been 
taught English in the same school and college systems 
as the writer in question and we had both spent our 
formative years absorbing the same Dublin atmosphere, 
the sights and sounds, the characters, the dialects a s 
we wandered the streets of our home town where we were 
born within a mile of each other. In thinking about 
it, it became clear that the subject was as much about 
the intrinsic nature of English as it was about the way 
this writer used it. 

I thought I should begin on some firm ground, so 
lets consider Winston Churchill and his History of the 
English Speaking Peoples. In his inimitable way, he
wrote of the language he loved. "It was first made 
fast and enduring by the peoples of the British Isles -
who were cast by time in an alloy from many elements, 
the Scots, the Irish, the Welch and the English and the 
last named who made the language which has gone round 
the world are themselves a mixture of Celt, Roman, 
Angle, Saxon, Dane and Norman." 



English blossomed like a -

multicolored hybrid flower 
In a land of rain and shower 
In fertile soil richly nourished 
Language deeply rooted flourished. 
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The writers of the B.B.C.'s television series "The 
story of English" noted that Churchill reverted to . 
basic Anglo-Saxon to find the words he needed for hlS 
famous 1940 battle cry "We shall fight on the beaches, 
we shall fight on the landing grounds, we shall fight 
in the fields, and in the streets, we shall never 
surrender." Only one word, the Norman-French surrender 
would have sounded foreign to his Anglo-Saxon forbears. 

No such rallying call was heard two thousand years 
previously when Julius Caesar invaded Britain. The 
Britons he fought spoke the Celtic still heard in 
Wales, Cornwall and Brittany. 

The language of Rome dominated occupied Britain 
f or centuries until the West German Saxons, the 
original sassenachs, invaded and to remnants of Latin 
a nd scraps of celtic was added the Saxon tongue and 
Anglo-Saxon, Old English was born. 

Old English is now almost incomprehensible save to 
a few language scholars working away in dark cobwebby 
c orn7rs of anc~ent Universities. Anglo-Saxon still 
r emalns a requlred ~ubje~t in the English undergraduate 
cour~e at Oxf ord Unlverslty. Some of the younger 
Engl~sh profess~rs.there are challenging this 
r equlrement bellevlng that the curriculum time would be 
better spent on more modern literature. The debate has 
been quite heated, as such matters tend to become in 
England and has flowed over into the correspondence 
c olumns of the more serious-minded English newspapers. 
I n the Guard i an Weekly dated August 11, 1991, I read 
t he following letter to the editor. 

"S i r, I was saddened to read of the attack on 
Anglo-Saxon studies. When I went to Oxford 
to read English, I was given the Anglo-Saxon 
poem Wanderer to study - whoever wrote that 
poem had turned into my moments of despair, 
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to my regret for the passage o~ time, to t 
ultimate isolation of one'S eXlstence - a 
poem for one's inner needs" signed Alan 
Hindle, Bingley, Yorkshire. 

From darkness language slowly climbs 
Can still reach out 
A sensitive soul is stirred by rhymes 
Dissolving doubt 
Old English vibrant like distant chimes 
Sends fears to rout 
Words written in those far-off times 
still pack some clout. 

Language then was simple and earthy and remains 
with us in some of our well-known four-letter words. 
The Anglo-Saxon world of those distant days are 
reflected in words like plough , work, field, wood, d og 
sheep and ox. Our basic language essentials like the , 
is, and you, are pure Anglo-Saxon. 

Few pieces of literature remain from those days. 
The best known is a loth century poem of 3000 lines 
Beowulf, the tale of a mythic Viking King and his 
"derring-do", if I may be allowed to use Anglo-Saxon 
words meaning "daring to do". 

When William The Norman invaded in 1066 Anglo
Saxon collided with Norman-French and with this 
infusion from France, Middle English and the language 
of Geoffrey Chaucer's canterbury Tales emerged. stil l 
not easy going for the casual reader. I was impressed 
to hear in this room one Monday night at table Douglas 
Wadsworth recite from memory the following lines from 
the Prologue to the Canterbury Tales. 

When that Aprille with his showers sote 
The droght of March hath perced to the rote 
and bathed every veyne in swich licour 
Of which vertu engendered is the flour 

Let me hasten to let you have a modern English 
version which captures the meaning and the poetry. 

When the showers of April follow March 
Piercing the dryness o f the roots that parc h 



Bathing each vein in such a flow of power 
That a new strenth's engendered in the 
flower. 
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Then followed the Golden Age - Shakespeare and 
Milton of whom its been written "their art united 
p leasure with truth by calling imagination to the help 
o f reason". 

Remember how Shakespeare saw England -

"This royal Throne of Kings, this sceptered 
isle 
This earthy of majesty, this seat o f Mars 
This other Eden, Demi-paradisei 
This fortress built by nature [or herself 
Against infection and the hand of war 
This happy breed of men, this little world; 
This precious stone set in the silver s ea." 

Never had words before been so used 
to describe a land 
Nor punishment, meted for love abused, 
By Almighty's Hand" - when Milton wrote 
of the Fallen Angel 

"His pride 
Had cast him out of Heaven, with all his host 
of rebel Angels, by whose aid, aspirinq 
to set himself in glory above his peers 

Him the Almighty Power 
Hurled headlong flaming from ethereal sky 
with hideous ruin and combustion, down 
to bottomless perdition, there to dwell 
In adamantine chains and penal fire 
Who durst defy the Omnipotent to arms" 

The passage of time has left its mark on English. 

For Chaucer's words now need translator's k e y 
Shakes pear, Milton their words we all agre e 
mad e English then above all other soar 
To many now are but a classic bore 
Yes, time has left its mark, so has place 
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The use of English as a first language in,so many 
countries and by so many cultures has changed lt from 
England's language to the language of the world. In 
Shakespeare's day only five million people spoke 
English, now 500 million do so spread around the w~rld 
speaking it in different ways. Naturally the Engllsh 
hold the unshakable belief that they alone can speak 
and write F.nglish correctly. 

Keep English wrapt in spotless robes 
Cry purist English Xenophobes 
England's English - a l l else debases 
Of foreign stain remove all traces. 

It may not be widely known that the B.B.C. in the 
late twenties and thirties took upon itself ~he , role a s 
arbiter of correct English usage and pronunclatlon. 
its Advisory committee on spoken English was chaired by 
none other than the Irish writer, George Bernard Shaw. 
On the Committee was a very young journalist, Alistair 
Cook, who tells the story of the debate on the 
pronunciation of the word CANINE. 

Shaw wanted it pronounced "Cay-nine". Other said 
it should be "Can-ine". Shaw said, "I always pronounce 
things the way they are pronounced by people who use 
the word professionally every day. My dentist always 
says "cay-nine". Someone said. "Well in that case, 
Mr. Chairman you must have an American dentist" and he 
said "Of course, why do you think at 76, I have all my 
t e eth." 

America's influence on English has been profound. 
The effects were first being felt as far back as 
Colonial days and came to the attention of none other 
than the grea~est linguist and grammarian of his day,. 
the great l e xlcographer himself and founder of the Club 
on which our own has been fashioned, Dr. Samuel 
Johnson. In his review of the colonist Lewis Evan's 
~Genera~ Map and Account of the Middle British Colonies 
In , Amerlc<;t 1756", Dr. Johnson wrote "The treatise is 
wrltt~n wlth such ~legance as the subject admits, tho 
not wlthout some mlxture of the American dialect a 
t~act of corruption to which every language widely 
dlffused must a~w~ys be exposed." Dr. Johnson had, of 
course, never Vlslted the Colonies so these comments 
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may lack the subtlety with which he usually applied his 
mind on the many other subjects he knew more 
i ntimately. 

In his day the main body of English speakers lived 
i n the British Isles with London as the linguistic 
c enter of gravity and Dr. Johnson and the members of 
h is Club at the epicenter. The language used at Club 
gatherings was English at its most stately, polished 
a nd elegant. These were the language elitists who held 
a bsolutist views on literary correctness and believed 
t hat out there in the provinces and colonies "the 
death-watch beetle of language lurked". 

Dr. Johnson ruefully commented on the trials of 
t he lexicographer "no dictionary of a living tongue can 
ever be perfect, since when it is hastening to 
pUblication some words are budding and some falling 
a way" . 

Ironically, the most bril l iant wordsmiths of his 
Club were not truly English. Oliver Goldsmith, the 
poet and the parliamentarian, Edmund Burke, were both 
Anglo-Irish who had honed their language skills at 
Trinity College Dublin. Johnson thought Goldsmith 
"wrote like an angel" and Burke's words in defense of 
the American colonies "the finest prose ever heard in 
Westminster". 

Exactly 400 years ago in 1592, Queen Elizabeth 
founded Trinity to make good loyal Englishmen out of 
h e r turbulent Irish subjects. She succeeded 
br illiantly as far as the English language was 
concerned. Trinity produced a long line of great 
poets, playwrights and novelists such as Swift, wilde, 
Ye ats and Beckett in addition to Goldsmith & Burke. 
This richness of English in Ireland is not surprising 
s i nce it was first heard there nine hundred years ago, 
t hough at first not in happy circumstances. Just think 
o f it, English now lS the -

Language of the World, a noble phrase 
Was not always loved in bygone days 
English battle-cries f illed Celts with dread 
When to Ireland Anglo-Saxons spread 
On Ireland was English first imposed 
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Dublin fell within its Pale enclosed 
Heartless laws without pity 
Kept Irish out of Dublin City 
In the Pale did many Irish hide 
Learnt English and foreigners defied 
Gaelic blacksmiths, Gowns, played a game 
One Riobard MacGown changed his name 
To English, I'm assured 'tis no myth 
Riobard MacGown became R. Smith. 

As England's power began to spread its language 
followed 

English flowed knew no boundaries 
Like a sea with endless tributaries 
Absorbing, changing, language mill 
Imposed, accepted, growing still 

Trinity and its Anglo-Irish writers remained 
strictly within the literary Pale careful to keep 
within the accepted boundaries and according to the 
great traditions. In recent times, Samuel Beckett was 
an exception and no wonder for his mentor was the grea 
non-Trinitarian James Augustine Joyce - the cause o f 
Charles' problems. 

Early James Joyce was as clear as the air 
Lines that were simple, delectable fare 

First his words were sweet and pure 
Like some gentle overture 
His lines filled with love and joy 
Writing like some love-sick boy. 

Listen to his words -

"Strings in the earth and air 
Make music sweet 
Strings by the river where 
The Willows meet 

There's music along the river 
For Love wanders there 
Pale flowers on his mantle 
Dark leaves on his hair 



All softly playing 
with head to music bent 
And fingers straying 

. t nt" upon an l.ns rume 

Just like Picasso, early words luci~ clear 
Then seemingly with disregard and wlthout fear 
Disrupted image, word and phrase, 
Instead of clear and lovely line, a senseless 
craze. 

"Behailed His Gross the Ondt, 
prostandvorus upon his dhrone, 
in his Papylonian babooshkees, 
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smoking a spatial brunt of Hosana cigals-" 

What do all these strange words mean 
Even to the ear most keen 
There's no sense, even flimsy 
A jabberwocky whimsey 
On this based a claim to fame 
Maybe its some complex game. 

James Joyce was born on February 2, 1882 in the 
Dublin suburb of Rathmimes, a short walk from where I 
grew up in Warren street. He was the eldest son of a 
large family and as such was destined to become a 
pr iest. At the age of six, he was sent, as a boarder, 
to Ireland's most prestigious Jesuit School, Clongoes 
Wood College. His fa ther was talented, but feckless 
and his family drifted steadily down the social and 
fi nancial scale moving from house to house each less 
genteel and shabbier than the previous. Joyce filled 
wi th a growing shame and anger with his father was 
moved to the less expensive Jesuit day school, 
Be lvedere College. I have vivid personal memories 
playing rugby for Wesley College against these two 
schools, when the pentup fury of centuries of religious 
enmity was let loose. I can st i ll feel the bruises. 

young Joyce was frail and poor-sighted and never 
made it to the rugby team. But he wrote brilliantly. 
At the age of twelve, he came first in Ireland in 
English in the National Exams. According to his 
oiographer, Richard Ellman, Joyce fancied himself as 
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Parnell "uncrowned King" of Ireland. Parnell was . 
dragged down by the church and his political assoclate s 
because of his relationship with Kitty O'Shea, a 
married woman. Within a year of the split of th7 
Parnellites Parnell was dead. Joyce was then nlne. 
He wrote a ~oem likening Parnell to J~lius caesar,and 
addressed it to Parnell's erstwhile lleutenant, Tlm 
Healy entitled "Et tu Healy". As a te7nager, h7 i;-augh:: 
himself Norwegian so as to read Ibsen ln the orlglna l 
and to write to him about his plays. Ibsen was 
generally impressed and Joyce caused a,stir in Dublin 
literary circles when th~ g~eat playwr7ght wro~e 
complimenting Joyce on hlS lnterpretatl~n of hls work. 
At the Catholic University College Dublln, Joyce 
studied modern languages and received his B.A. in 19 02 
already recognized by his peers as a literary genius. 
His self-centered egotism and selfish behavior made h ' ~ 
few friends and his growing anti-catholicism eliminate " 
any likelihood of an academic career at the University. 
He was haunted by the fear that if he remained in 
Dublin, he would share the same fate as his hero, 
Parnell as well as that of a poet he greatly admired, 
James Clarence Mangan. 

Mangan, a relatively unknown Dublin poet was sel f 
educated and at fifteen was the sole support of his 
destitute family. He taught himself several languages 
and secured a post in Trinity library. He numbed his 
hunger and shut out his misery with alcohol and opium 
and totally ignored, he died of cholera in his fortie s 
in 1~49. He translated from Arabic, Turkish and 
Perslan and according to Kathleen Hoagland the Irish 
critic he took mischievous pleasure in mystifying hi s 
readers with extraordinary metres and rhymes. He wro t e 
with an exquisite touch and a rare sympathy and 
und7rst~nding of Ireland's dashed hopes and 
~splr~tlons. There was much with which Joyce could 
ldentl;Y. On ~y way to school each morning, I passed 
Mangan s bUst ln bronze on a simple marble column 
por~raying a head and face of great beauty and 
reflnement. It was overshadowed by a nearby equestri a n 
statue of George III in classic Roman attire. Some 
years ago, the George statue was dynamited in the ear l y 
hours of the morning by the I.R.A. who took great care 
to miJ.ke sure that Mangan was left unscathed. 
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Joyce, though proud of his Jesuit training, turned 
h i s back on his Church. He saw his life's missions as 
a writer to recreate with total objectivity and with 
total understanding, the Dublin he knew so well and In 
doing so portray his vision of life and humankind. 
La nguage, if needs be, would have to bend to enable him 
t o perform this task. To preserve his integrity and to 
avoid the popular sentimentalities and dishonesties 
that he felt surrovnded him in Dublin, it would be 
ne cessary to go abroad into exile. His work was being 
re jected by fastidious publishers and some were banned. 
J oyce scathingly wrote later from exile of his 
indi f ference to his censors. 

So distantly I turn to view 
The shamblings of that motely crew 
Those souls that hate the strength that mine has 
Steeled in the School of Old Aqu i nas. 
Where they have crouched and crawled and prayed 
I stand, fearless, unafraid 
Unfellowed, friendless and alone 
Indifferent as the herring bone 
Firm at the mountain-ridges where 
I flash my antlers in the air 

One Saturday evening writes Brenda Maddox in her 
b i ography Nora, October 8, 1904 to be exact, a tall 
ha ndsome young woman with reddish-brown hair and 
straight back walked without hesitation up the gangway 
o f the night-boat from Dublin to Liverpool. She did 
not look back - she knew there was no one there to wave 
to in the milling throng on the quay side. She was i n 
love and leaving her job as a chambermaid at Finn's 
Hot e l and running away with a young man she had met l n 
Nass au street on June 10th. He was there on the quay
sid e surrounded by his family seeing their young her~ 
of f to Europe to make a name for h i mself as a writer . 
He ha d thought it better that they not r ecognize each 
other until h i s family was out o f s ight. So began the 
rema rkable li f e together of Nora Barnacle and James 
Joyce. She a strong, warm-hearted, uneducated country 
girl f rom a poor f amily in Galway and he proud, 
obstinate, improvident, hard- drinking and holding 
unshakable belief in his genius. She had a musical 
west of Ireland voice, a sharp wit and a confident 
sensuality that captivated Joyce. She provided him the 
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fortitude he needed to continue his writing against a __ 
the odds - the repeated rejection of his writing, h is 
painful failing eyesight and the agonies they both 
endured as they began to realize that their young 
daughter, Lucia, was a schizophrenic. As they moved 
from Trieste to Paris to Zurich, Joyce tried to eke 
a living as a writer subsidizing his tiny income 
teaching English. Not only was Nora his greatest 
strength, she was also his inspiration. She is the 
female centerpiece of his major work. She is Gretta 
his short story The Dead, Molly Bloom in Ulysses and 
appears in several forms including Anna Livia 
Plurabelle in Finnegans Wake. 

Joyce was lucky with women. Edith Rockefeller , -
supporter of the avant garde d i scovered him and 
provided him with a monthly stipend for two years as 
began his labors on "Ulysses". The relationship bro e 
up when Joyce refused to act on her urging that he be 
psychoanalyzed by Carl Jung, who had just been heav i 1 

endowed by Mrs. Rockefeller. Then, as if in a 
Dickensian novel, a new and permanent benefactor 
appeared out of the blue, Harriet Shaw Weaver. The 
Quaker editor of the review journal The Egoist, an 
intellectual pUblication concerned with new causes, n ~ 
only subsidized Joyce generously from 1917 to the end 
of his life in 1941, but also worked unceasingly to 
secure publication of his works. He spent seven years 
on Ulysses and fourteen on Finnegans Wake which was 
published a few months before his death. 

Joyce's Voices 
They speak of life 
It complex twists with clever pun 
Throughout it all he's fu l l of fun 
Joyce's Voices 
They speak of dreams 
Destinies faced without fear 
Rich, dense symphonies unclear 

Ulysses is a day in Dublin - June 16th, 1904 in 
fact - ~a~pens ~o be the day he first met Nora. Though 
Joyce Ilmlted hlmself to 24 hours of the lives of a few 
ordinary people, with a sweeping literary bravura he 
turned this microcosm into an account of all huma~ 
experience. The mundane actions and mediocre thoughts 
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of ordinary people acquire new depths and implications. 
To achieve this the central characters, stephen 
Dedalus, Leopold Bloom and his wife, Molly (The 
e mbodiments of Joyce in youth and middle age and his 
wife, Nora) and their friends and acquaintances are 
paralleled with the lives and adventures of the major 
characters of Homer's Odyssey. Stephen & Leopold 
together match with Telemachus and Odysseus, known in 
Latin a Ulysses, and Nora matched with Penelope, though 
not as chaste. Joyce's writing produced a kaleidoscope 
of word images forming and fading like the visual 
effects produced by modern video technology. The 
reality of situations glides smoothly into the thoughts 
they generate without interruption or any indication in 
the writing that the transformation has occurred. 
Characters and places change, Leopold become Everyman 
a nd Dublin the world. At a realistic level Ulysses can 
be enjoyed as a lively almost Rebelaisian picture of 
Dublin at the turn of the century. At a deeper 
symbolic level, the novel explores and illuminates the 
human experience, Leopold Bloom, a Jewish convert to 
Catholicism, his feelings of loneliness and 
s ociability, acceptance and rejection, not unlike the 
feelings of that unknown Anglo-Saxon Wanderer. 

In the final pages as the day draws to its close, 
Joyce gives precedence to Molly as she lies in bed, her 
thoughts roaming freely, loosely linked memories 
exposing her inner thoughts, as she mulls over her 
views of life, her secrets, longings and feelings of 
utmost intimacy, 35 pages, nearly 60,000 words strung 
together, no sentences, no punctuation, the fleeting 
t h oughts of the half-asleep, a literary tour-de-force 
and an impressive testimony to Joyce's understanding 
and acceptance of our human frailties. Ulysses does 
not reveal itself like a traditional novel say by O.K. 
Lawrence or Somerset Maughan and it caused readers 
great problems and even anger when it first appeared in 
print after legal battles. The New York Times thought 
the book incomprehensible and dull, but not immoral, 
though the use of certain (and here I quote) 
" r ealistic" words was deplorable and deserved 
punishment. As the years have passed, Joyce has become 
more widely accepted and understood. Anthony Burge ss 
recommends that we not attempt to read Ulysses from 
cover to cover, but dip into it a page or two at a 
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time as we do with the Bible, to savor the richness 
the text and to reflect on meaning as we try to 
interpret the message in our own particular way. 

o f 

When asked what did she think of Ulysses, Nora 
replied "Ah, sure I don't know. I never read any of 
his books anyway. I wished he wrote more normal" and 
yet she more than anyone understood his complex moods 
and behavior, nurtured him during his most productive 
years, learnt to speak sever~l European l~ng~ages~ 
wrote letters which now prov~de valuable ~ns1ght ~nto 
their life together and after Joyce's death, helped to 
promote and secure in proud and dignified fashion the 
proper recognition of his work. The chambermaid from 
Finn's Hotel throughout played as crucial a role in the 
life of her Jim as did Penelope in the life of 
Odysseus. Joyce was a voracious reader, but as his 
sight failed, he had to rely increasingly on friends 
and followers to read to him or to become his scribe. 
It was in this capacity that Samuel Beckett grew close 
to him and his family and wrote an essay on Joyce's 
Work in Progress, the title given to Finnegans Wake 
during its lengthy gestation. Beckett drew attention 
to Joyce's belief that history moved in a great 
wheeling circle of events - a theory first expounded i n 
1725 in the Nuova Scienzia by the Italian philosopher, 
Giambattista Vico, whom Joyce greatly admired. It goes 
something like this. First, there was the divine or 
Theocratic Age when people were governed by their awe 
of the Supernatural. This was followed by the 
Aristocratic Age when the great heros emerged and 
reigned as in Homer's Odyssey. Then followed the 
ov~rthrow of the aristocrats and rule by democracy, 
whlch led to the fourth age which was one of chaos and 
confusion and finally destruction which startled what 
remained of mankind back into supernatural reverence. 
and the whole process started again. Joyce saw his own 
age as chaos. He developed Finnegans Wake as four 
books along the lines of Vico's four phases of history. 

. Whereas Ulysses is a day, Finnegans Wake is a 
nlght . . Ulysses deals with life's substance, Finnegans 
Wake wlth lts dreams, wr i tten in its own dream 
language. Words, sometimes drawn from other languages 
a~e combined, distorted or even fractured and then the 
pleces are put together again to create new words with 
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new meanings. How repugnant would this unlicensed 
p laying with language have been to Dr. Johnson and his 
purist colleagues. Most readers find the task of 
r eading the Wake too arduous, but those who persist 
f inally reach a breakthrough point and begin to enjoy 
t he audacity of his writing. I am much indebted to 
Frank Davis for his generosity in allowing me to keep 
his precious Skeleton Key to Finnegans Wake for many 
months as I slowly tried to make my way dipping in here 
a nd there hypnotized by the language. 

The title is based on a comic Irish ballad about 
Tim Finnegan, a brick layer who drank at work and one 
day toppled off his ladder with his hod of bricks, 
cracked his skull and died. At the wake, there was 
s ome pushing and shoving and in the ruckus that 
f ollowed some whiskey splashed over the face of the 
c orpse and Tim promptly revived. The theme of 
Finnegans Wake, death and resurrection, pervades the 
book. The content of which is almost impossible to 
grasp, let alone explain. There i s no plot, only 
myriads of wonderful words. 

Joyce dropped the apostrophe from the title to 
make an allusory pun Finn is again awake. Finn McCool, 
a mythologic Irish Beowulf lying in death on the muddy 
banks of Dublin's Liffey watches the history of Ireland 
past and future flow through his mind like flotsam on 
the river of life. The rise and fall of Anna Liffey, 
as Dublin's tidal river is known to Dubliners, 
represent the pulsation of life as she cleanses the 
city of its waste. In the Wake, she becomes Anna Livia 
Plurabelle, the mother figure, Molly and Nora from 
Finn's Hotel. Rising and falling like the sun and 
tide, but especially falling like Adam, like Lucifer, 
Newton's Apple even Humpty Dumpty all are there 
liberating an energy according to Vico's theory needed 
to maintain the perpetual circling of history. The 
last sentence of Finnegans Wake is unended, and leads 
s moothly into the first sentence which has no opening. 
A book without a beginning or end, a f itting design for 
v ico's unending saga of mankind. By melting down his 
own encyclopedic fund of language, Joyce fashioned a 
Dubliner's nightmarish dream using an almost 
impenetrable jungle of words and as stated in Frank 
Davis' Skeleton Key "amid trivia and tumult, by 
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prodigious symbol and mystic sign, obliquel~ and 
obscurely (because we can only understand llfe 
obliquely and obscurely) James Joyce pre~ents, 
develops, amplifies and recondense~ ~ot~lng.more 
less than the eternal dynamic impl1c1t 1n blrth, 
conflict, death, and resurrection". 

nor 

Those Dubliners who once decried that voice 
A statue built to James Augustine Joyce 
And Clarence Mangan views his leafy scene 
Peacefully dreaming in st. Stephen's Green 
Charles Parnell as well. Statues now stand 
For those who were ignored, reviled or banned 
So cycles resurrection after pain 
Dark clouds part sunshine follows rain 
Leopold, Molly, now with the Gods 
Theses written on Tim Finnegan's hods 
To Dublin tourists troup Bloom's steps to trace 
Joyce in Academe now has pride of place 
In The Wake, Joyce with deep thoughts was consumed 
In Leopold and Molly English bloomed 
Ulysses would turn Johnson in his grave 
The Wake traversed only by the brave 
What effort his words to understand 
His English blooming bad or blooming grand 
But when the meaning of James Joyce is won 
You find a world of literary magic fun 

A Dublin Voice 
Rejoice in Joyce. 
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